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milo collection — The sleek and flat profile of the Milo Modular Sectional marries sophisticated style with casual 
comfort.  Milo’s subtle curves of the padded armrest add visual elegance while delivering plush and stable support 
for the spacious seating. Milo is a modular design that can be customized to a configuration that fits your unique 
space. Much like the grandeur of Italian design, Milo is especially suited for large luxury spaces as each sectional 
piece is formed with more width than the average sofa, providing an overall grander feel for your home. Enjoy our 
preset configuration or customize your own design by purchasing pieces separately.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Round, low profile solid stainless steel legs
• Available as preset or custom modular configurations
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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noah collection — Exuding stylish form and comfort, Noah is a wide-width and low profile piece inspired by 
modern and Nordic design. The gorgeous naturally finished hardwood base is a beautiful contrast to the soft fabric 
upholstery, customizable to your choice. This base sits fully to the floor and is set back two inches for additional 
contrast, providing a grander illusion of size and space. While the cushions easily seat three or more people in 
optimal comfort, the width of the armrests also offer a functional purpose as the perfect place for resting your 
favorite drink or a book. Keep it cozy with the Noah Sofa, or go grand with the Noah Sectional.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Solid smooth rubberwood base for a subtle Nordic / Westcoast touch
• Connector included
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sophia collection — Sophia’s classic design is derived from a sophisticated form of soft lines and a just-right low 
profile. The compact size of the original sofa is ideal for smaller spaces, while custom configurations of the sectional 
can be a perfect fit for any living room. The low backrest matched with high feather filled removable cushions 
creates an elegantly stylish aesthetic. Design your own sofa with your favorite upholstery. The base is also available 
in an assortment of colors and finishes for a truly unique look.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Solid stainless steel legs available in chrome or matte black finish
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience 
• Connector included
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nico collection — Nico’s tailored yet pillowy form is the quintessence of luxury and a favorite in European design. 
Polished stainless steel framing gives a modern upgrade to the classic style. Enjoy the sumptuous all-around 
cushioning filled with three layers of high-density foam and topped with premium goose feathers. The plush, 
rounded form is a striking contrast to the square frame and industrial flair. Complete your sofa with your choice of 
custom upholstery.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Cushions feature zipper attachment
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience 
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antonio collection — European styling and generous proportions give the Antonio a unique and stunning 
presence. Meticulously structured seams and a low profile are modern and minimalist. High chaise pillow tops 
create corners of intimacy while low back modules leave living space unobstructed for a feeling of openness. 
Various configurations of this collection allow for customization to any space.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Low profile solid stainless steel legs
• Double layer back cushions are stitched together 
• Connectors are not used with this piece  
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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dresden collection — Compelling in its simple yet cutting edge style, the Dresden modular collection is a bold 
take on contemporary design. The sleek, low profile frame is met with grand cloud-like seat cushions to create the 
statement making structure. The Dresden also balances the expansive seating with an interchangeable side table 
insert that is offered in walnut, natural, and white lacquer finishes. Grounded on cast stainless steel legs with an 
elegant brushed finish, this piece’s thoughtful composition demonstrates an exceptional opportunity for modern 
luxury in your home.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Low profile solid stainless steel legs
• Available as preset or custom modular configurations
• Armrest and side table can be attached interchangeably 
• Connectors included
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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evelyn collection — Created with an eye for beautiful details, the Evelyn Ottoman enhances any lounge space. 
Set on slender metal legs that elevates Evelyn’s contemporary silhouette for an airy, float-like effect. Consisting of 
high-density foam and generously-sized seats, the Evelyn Modular Collection is an elegant and comfortable choice 
for any living area.  Same design also available in an outdoor version.

• High-density foam seat cushions
• Side cushions topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Solid stainless steel legs available in chrome or matte black finish 
• Includes connector 
• Available as preset or custom modular configurations 
• Assembly required
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anderson collection — Anderson is a traditional sectional with subtle Nordic whimsy. It’s straight frame and 
symmetrical shape are surprised with plump, overflowing cushions and delicate legs. Always intentional, this is a 
sectional made for the thoughtful family.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning
• Side and back cushions topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Removable back and side cushions with zipper covers. Seat cushions are not removable and are attached to 

the frame
• Choice of solid ash wood legs or metal legs
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
• Connector included
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hugo collection — Introducing the newly reimagined Hugo Sectional. This head turning sectional blends 
traditional style and comfort with modern industrial technique. A classic backrest is replaced with a myriad of free-
floating down-filled cushions, allowing rearrangement to your own satisfaction. Even more inviting is the generous 
width of the chaise and depth of the seat. The delicate but strong legs create the illusion of floating. Unwinding with 
Hugo will surely bring you up to cloud nine.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Slanted backrest for increased comfort
• Solid stainless steel legs available in chrome, matte black, or rose gold finish
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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finley collection — The Finley Sectional is formed with bubble-like cushioning and rounded edges for comfort 
from any angle. Plush but ultimately firm, this sofa is tightly upholstered throughout for a well-tailored, put-together 
look complete with a low profile back rest.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning
• Solid stainless steel legs with matte black finish
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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luca collection — This statement sofa is styled with sleek tapered legs and contrasting lines. Luca seamlessly 
blends traditional design with modern trends using artisan techniques to produce characteristics such as beautiful 
piping along the edges and gentle tufting on the seat. Padded with a mixture of eco-friendly foam and premium 
goose feathers to create optimal firmness, while cylindrical side cushions add the finishing touch. Perfect design 
and comfort are met with custom upholstery options to match your home. Get the entire set with matching 
armchair and sectional.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• Solid ash wood legs available in natural, brown or black finish
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning topped with premium 100% goose feathers
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience 
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arya collection — Recline into a unity of contemporary design and minimalist values with the Arya Modular 
collection. A plush back and seat elegantly curves inwards, brimming with layers of high-density cushioning. 
Uncluttered and endlessly inviting, this piece offers a deep seat and angled back to take advantage of a clean 
design and tempting cushions. The Arya Modular collection embodies the fundamental elements of modern design 
and effortlessly adds sleekness to any space.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning
• Low profile legs
• Connectors are not used with this piece
• Throw cushions not included
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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porter collection — The Porter Sectional is a simple structured sofa with boxy flare and a low-set profile. Square 
arm rests are made like a side table, while an elevated back rest provides ample lean-back support. High-density 
foam cushioning is nicely rounded and perfectly firm. Detailed pipe stitching around the edges finishes the 
eloquent modern design.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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porter grande collection — A classic reimagined, the Porter Sectional - Grande is a simple structured sofa with 
boxy flare and a low-set profile. Square arm rests are made like a side table, while an elevated back rest provides 
ample lean-back support. High-density foam cushioning is nicely rounded and perfectly firm. Detailed pipe 
stitching around the edges finishes the eloquent modern design.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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frans collection — Seating for one, two, or three, the ubiquitous shape is open to many possibilities. Frans is a 
simple, symmetrical sofa inspired by easy-going modern Nordic design. Take notice of the soft edges around the 
seemingly square frame, and the generous cushioning throughout.

• Kiln-dried hardwood frame with doweled joints and reinforced corner blocks
• Soft-padded frame made with polyurethane foam wrapped in polyester fiber
• 8 gauge sinuous spring construction
• 3 layer high-density foam cushioning
• Solid ash wood legs with natural finish
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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mika collection — Discover an atmosphere of relaxation and refinement with our Mika Modular Sectional. 
Featuring distinctive plush angles and linger-worthy seats, wrapped in your choice of fabric the Mika evokes a 
sense of grace and sophistication. Grounded by the low profile legs our Mika Modular Collection was made for 
laid-back, inviting entertaining.

• Available as preset or custom modular configurations 
• 3 layer high-density foam seat cushions
• Black powder coated aluminum alloy frame and legs
• Light assembly required
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francis outdoor collection — Incorporate modern simplicity into any outdoor living space with our Francis 
Modular collection. Made of high performance materials and a built-in teak slat styled table; the Francis Modular is 
perfect for relaxing with a book or a glass of wine on a calm summer night.

• High performance aluminum frame
• Choose from black or white fade resistant powder coated finish 
• Fast dry foam
• Teak wood 
• UV resistant fabric seat
• Light assembly required
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evelyn outdoor collection — Created with an eye for beautiful details, the Evelyn Modular Sofa enhances any 
outdoor lounge space. Set on slender metal legs that elevates Evelyn’s contemporary silhouette for an airy, float-like 
effect. Consisting of fast dry foam wrapped in UV resistant fabric and generously-sized seats, the Evelyn Modular 
Collection is an elegant and comfortable choice for any outdoor living area.

• Fast dry foam 
• UV resistant fabric seat 
• Solid stainless steel legs available in chrome or matte black finish 
• Available as preset or custom modular configurations 
• Assembly required
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louis outdoor collection — Dressed in structured lines and a durable black powder coated frame, the Louis 
Outdoor Sofa embodies relaxed, coastal-inspired expressions. Designed with comfort and durability in mind, the 
Louis collection features fast dry foam cushions in cool toned UV resistant fabric and teak wood accents; perfect for 
turning any outdoor space into a modern sanctuary.

• High performance aluminum frame
• Choose from black or white fade resistant powder coated finish
• Fast dry foam cushion 
• UV resistant fabric 
• Removable cushions
• Teak wood armrests
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mika outdoor collection — Discover an atmosphere of relaxation and refinement with our Mika Outdoor 
Modular Sectional. Featuring distinctive plush angles and linger-worthy seats, wrapped in UV resistant fabric the 
Mika evokes a sense of grace and sophistication. Grounded by low profile metal legs, our Mika Modular Collection 
was made for laid-back, inviting entertaining.

• Fast dry foam 
• High performance aluminum frame
• Fade resistant black powder coated finish 
• Waterproof UV resistant fabric seat  
• Available as preset or custom modular configurations 
• Light assembly required
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arya outdoor collection — Recline into a unity of contemporary design and minimalist values with the Arya 
Outdoor Collection. Perfect for relaxing with a book or a glass of wine on a calm summer night. The plush back and 
seat elegantly curves inwards, brimming with layers of sumptuous cushioning. Uncluttered and endlessly inviting, 
this piece offers a deep seat and angled back to take advantage of a clean design and tempting cushions. The 
Arya embodies the fundamental elements of modern design and effortlessly adds sleekness to any outdoor setting.

• High performance aluminum frame
• Fast dry foam
• Waterproof fabric
• Low profile legs
• Connectors are not used with this piece
• Throw cushions not included
• Light assembly required. Only legs are detached for your convenience
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